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This companion to award-winning RED-EYED TREE FROG gives young readers an amazing

close-up view of the colorful, quirky chameleon.Experience close-up the many moods (and colors)

of chameleons. One brave chameleon ventures from the safety of his tree in search of a new home.

On his journey, he meets other rain forest animals, not all of them friendly! Alas, the new tree he

chooses is already home to another chameleon. She dons her aggressive coloring until she's sure

that the visitor is friend, not foe. Then they welcome each other with brilliant, happy colors.Incredible

photographs and simple text perfect for young children is rounded out with informative backmatter

on one of the planet's most captivating creatures.
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If you have ever wanted to learn more about chameleons this is the book for you. It features several

chameleons and follows then through out their day. We see their homes, we find out how they catch

their prey and how they eat it. We also we how they react to one another. The authors note in the

back of the book gives lots of factual information on chameleons.This truly delightful book gives a

surprising amount of information. It would appeal to any age level, though its simple text is designed

for a younger audience.Yes The full color photos of the chameleon are great!



I used this book during a writer's workshop lesson. It is perfect for first graders as it is easy to read

and has colorful photographs. I borrowed my copy from the school library but I'm on  to order my

own copy now.

I left feedback on this book before but guess it did not go through. The pictures are so GOOD and

children will love this book. I work with them at my church. I will tell others about .com and how

much you have to offer in a LOT of areas.

The two year olds I read this book to enjoy it. Finally a young reader book teaching facts about

chameleons. This book introduces new words and works well in dialogic reading.

for a young budding herpetologist. I also ordered a chameleon toy to go with it. The photos are

beautiful and the text is appropriate for a child. I was very pleased.

Not only does this talk about how chameleons survive but has pictures of really cool looking

gehko's.It was an easy book, so my kindergardner could read it.

a chameleon can camafloj on a branch. they can clime up and down a trees.they are colorful my

favorte part of the book tells about chameleons. The end!

This book has AWESOME pictures.....my nephew will love this when I give it to him for Christmas!

He is a chameleon lover!
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